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Thesis Sentence

Purpose: Write clear thesis sentences.  

How to use: Use the sentence pattern to write a good thesis sentence. 

    For exanple: Elementary school children should not eat fast food ... 

    Thesis: Elementary school children should not eat fast food because it has little nu-
tritional value, it doesn’t give students energy to learn and it’s expensive.  

Can you write a good thesis sentence for each question?

Cook and eating at home is a good idea for university students …1. 

___________________________________________________________________________

Technology is improving our lives ...2. 

___________________________________________________________________________

People should drive compact cars …3. 

___________________________________________________________________________

4. Moving to America for many immigrants is not easy ...

___________________________________________________________________________

5. Nursing is a satisfying career choice ...

___________________________________________________________________________

6. Writing a good composition is difficult ...

_______________________________________________________________________

7. It is dangerous to be living in this world ...

___________________________________________________________________________
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Possible Answers and Explanations

Cooking and eating at home is a good idea for university students because it’s 1. 
healthy, cheap and delicious.

Three adjectives give the reader a clear description on the main idea. →

Technology is improving our lives because it allows people to work at home, pro-2. 
vides students with instant information and gives families new entertainment.

 
Three present tense verbs explain the idea. →

People should drive compact cars because they’re cheap to buy, operate and repair.3. 
 

This thesis uses three verbs. →

Moving to America for many immigrants is not easy because of the language barrier, 4. 
cultural differences and competitive job market.   

Adjectives and nouns summarize the writer’s idea in this thesis. →

Nursing is a satisfying career choice because of the high salary, flexible schedule 5. 
and rewarding work.

More adjectives and nouns. →

Writing a good composition is difficult because it requires dedication, practice and 6. 
time.

This thesis uses three nouns. →

It is dangerous to be living in this world because of the growing number of interna-7. 
tional environmental, political and social problems.

Three adjectives describe different kinds of international problems. →
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